




On January 3, 2017, Mayor Frank G. Jackson
installed me as the first Chief of Prevention,
Intervention, and Opportunity for Youth and
Young Adults. His focus was clear: Create an
enduring, comprehensive, multidisciplinary
and data driven plan, which prevents violence
by youth and young adults by driving up the
wheel of opportunity.

"We're going to bring together all the different parts and pieces of this community to build
something different," Deskins said. "To get past the notion that safety is simply a reduction
in crime. It's actually an increase in opportunity ... for kids who find themselves, at no fault
of their own, down the path toward the juvenile justice system.

~Duane J. Deskins, 1/3/2017



Structural Violence is the Visible Product of 

More than Six Decades of…

FINANCIAL  REDLINING

ISOLATION

lack of Investment in economic development
LACK OF MAINTENANCE & IMPROVEMENT IN INFRASTRUCTURE

RACISM

LOSS OF SOCIAL CAPITAL

FLIGHT OF THE MIDDLE CLASS

CONCENTRATION  OF POVERTY

UNDERPERFORMING  SCHOOLS

MASS INCARCERATION
LOW & NO EMPLOYMENTFORECLOSUR

ES

SUBPRIME MORTGAGE LOANS

ECONOMIC, POLITICAL, AND SOCIAL DISPARITY 



TRAUMA
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decades-lower  life expectancy

disengagement

helplessness

high levels of gang violence
hypersensitivity

high minority infant low birth weight

substance abuse

high minority infant mortality

low learning & memory function

asthma & other illnesses

elevated lead levels

high levels of domestic violence
dementia

Intergenerational and Adverse Health Consequences: 
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FEATURE

Why America’s Black Mothers and Babies 

Are in a Life-or-Death Crisis
The answer to the disparity in death rates has everything to do 

with the lived experience of being a black woman in America.



Black infants in America are now more than twice as 
likely to die as white infants — 11.3 per 1,000 black 
babies, compared with 4.9 per 1,000 white babies, 
according to the most recent government data — a 
racial disparity that is actually wider than in 1850, 15 
years before the end of slavery, when most black 
women were considered chattel.

In one year, that racial gap adds up to more than 4,000 
lost black babies. Education and income offer little 
protection. In fact, a black woman with an advanced 
degree is more likely to lose her baby than a white 
woman with less than an eighth-grade education.

Black women are three to four times as likely to die 
from pregnancy-related causes as their white 
counterparts.

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/social-mobility-memos/2016/10/21/6-charts-showing-race-gaps-within-the-american-middle-class/
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The team wanted to know whether people who grew up in harsher 
conditions were more likely to develop dementia. So they looked at 
people who’d been born in states  with high infant mortality rates-
an indicator of social problems like poverty and limited access to 
medical care. 

White people’s risk of dementia wasn’t affected by their place of 
birth. But black people were 40 percent more likely to develop 
dementia if they’d been born in a state with high infant mortality.

“These people left the state and subsequently moved to northern 
California, yet there was still this very robust association between 
being born in a state with high infant mortality and increased risk of 
dementia,” Whitmer says”





About 64 percent of Ohio’s suspended students in that
age group are black, while black students make-up just

16.5 percent of the state’s enrollment. 





Symptoms of Individual Trauma
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Symptoms of Community trauma

DRAFT

ECONOMICS

Economic & 
Educational 
Environment

PLACE

Physical/Built 
Environment

SOCIAL

Social-Cultural 
environment

• Intergenerational poverty
• Long-term unemployment
• Relocation of businesses & jobs
• Limited employment
• Disinvestment

• Deteriorated environments & unhealthy, 
often dangerous public spaces with a 
crumbling built environment

• Unhealthy products

• Disconnected/damaged social relations 
and social networks

• The elevation of destructive, dislocating 
social norms

• A low sense of collective political & 
social efficacy



Trauma from violence
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Environments
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SOCIAL
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This strategic plan relies on a 
public health model, which is the only
model designed to achieve healthier
neighborhoods and a safer city. This
strategy, by definition, focuses on
preventing violence before it occurs. 



Most Programs ran between June 5 and August 12, 2017:

$1,100,000-- Money leveraged
30,000-- Individual servings of fresh fruit to approximately 5,000 to 10,000 youth at 
recreation centers
100 – SNAP applications processed, which is the equivalent of 78,300 meals
13,184-- Number of youth and young adults who took advantage of extended recreation 
hours
13,320 -- Number of youth who took advantage of Ice Cream Truck, Cleveland Magazine Best 
of Cleveland Award 2017
4,900-- Number of mentorship opportunities (over 514 options)
3,149-- Number of peacemaker contacts
2,766-- Youth employment through Y.O.U, 40% increase over 2016 and largest number of 
Cleveland summer youth jobs in the history of Y.O.U
1,300-- Number of people who attended the Mayor’s job match week at recreation centers
8-- Largest number ever of recreation centers with extended hours
+40,000-- Total number of individuals engaged 
$64 (ROI 64%)
Cleveland Police Foundation, “Let’s Chill Together” Ice Cream Truck

Quick Overview: PIO Projects by the Numbers

















Our Response to Community Trauma
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environment

 CMSD – Cleveland School Plan

 Tri-C – Pathways to Success

 Startup Neighborhood Business

 $500m Capital Improvements in 10 years

 $65m neighborhood transformation initiatives

 Dept. of Public Works Enhanced Budget

o Street sweeping, pothole repair, waste collection, 

park & playground infrastructure maintenance and 

improvement, urban forestry, halt illegal dumping

 Dept. of Building & Housing Enhanced Budget

o Better inspection of vacant and abandoned 

properties, slumlords, lead abatement, 

concentrated demolition

 Safe Routes – engages all sections of the 

community to provide safe routes to school, 

reduce blight, improve safety, build 

relationships among residents

 CPD NICE Units – build bond between 

law enforcement and community





Sustainable & Resilient Communities

Reduced 
individual 

and 
community 

trauma

Trauma Informed Care

Mental Health Services

Increased 
well-being  for 

individuals, 
families and 
communities

Individual 
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Improve the built 
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People
Rebuild Relationships 
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Strengthens healthy 
social norms
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connection
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risk of 
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threat of 
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Equitable 
Opportunity
Adequate living wages

Local wealth
Quality education

PLACE
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Perceptions of safety
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products
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People
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Trust
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Thank you. 

Duane J. Deskins, Chief
Prevention, Intervention, and Opportunity for Youth and Young Adults


